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Fixed an issue that could prevent successful
import of FCPXML 1.1 files into Windows 10. The
issue was resolved due to a conflict between the

AutoRec driver added to the package and the
original default driver. Update - 1 Fixed

FCP16.8.6 behavior incompatible with the default
update on Samsung and Huawei hardware. The

ShareArena addon will provide users with an easy
way to manage AAA accounts through settings in OS
X. Users can now freely download updates from
Apple from the App Store. A bug has been found
that disables additional packages from Adobe,

which can lead to problems downloading files with
an Adobe ID. Optimized driver for working with
flash drives and connected devices. Fixed a bug
due to which applications downloaded from Google
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Play could jump to the first place in the download
list. Added update rollback mechanism for correct
update by default without installation on the
computer. Supposedly fixed an issue that could
cause users to see the message "Windows Disk

Protection checked for an unauthorized component"
on the screen. Improved the function in the Photos

section - Auto Highlight. Improved display of
error and problem messages. Extended functionality
for setting exchange parameters with Photos via
Objective C. The color depth for swipeable images
has changed to blue, and for left-aligned images
to purple. Changed the "masks" of the right and
left content: now they look the same. The digital
signature of images is checked correctly, now the
Code field does not contain a URL. When adding

digital certificate verification to the graphics
section, all images will be signed according to

the required certificate. Problems with ATI Radeon
4750CG video cards. Firewall disabled in developer

mode. 1. Version 2.17.163 has been released,
fixing the detected compatibility bug. 2. Fixed a
number of bugs in FCP 15.1.3. 3. Fixed a bug in
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the DLL add-ons - Install and File Format. 4. File
Test Bugs Fixed FCP14.6
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